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ABSTRACT

A regional climate model is used to simulate boundary layer stratocumulus (Sc) clouds over the southeast
Pacific off South America during August–October 1999 and to study their dynamical, radiative, and microphysical
properties and their interaction with large-scale dynamic fields. Part I evaluates the model performance against
satellite observations and examines physical processes important for maintaining the temperature inversion and
Sc clouds in the simulation.

The model captures major features of the marine boundary layer in the region, including a well-mixed marine
boundary layer, a capping temperature inversion, Sc clouds, and the diurnal cycle. The Sc clouds develop in
the lower half of and below the temperature inversion layer that increases its height westward off the Pacific
coast of South America. The strength of the capping inversion is determined not only by large-scale subsidence
and local sea surface temperature (SST), but also by cloud–radiation feedback. A heat budget analysis indicates
that upward longwave radiation strongly cools the upper part of the cloud layer and strengthens the temperature
inversion. This cloud-top cooling further induces a local enhancement of subsidence in and below the inversion
layer, resulting in a dynamical warming that strengthens the temperature stratification above the clouds.

While of secondary importance on the mean, solar radiation drives a pronounced diurnal cycle in the model
boundary layer. Consistent with observations, boundary layer clouds thicken after sunset and cloud liquid water
content reaches a maximum at 0600 local time just before the sunrise.

1. Introduction

Clouds reflect solar radiation, absorb (emit) longwave
radiation from the earth’s surface (at the cloud top) and
thus play an important role in climate over a wide range
of space and time scales. Globally, cloud reflectivity
increases the earth’s albedo with a net effect to cool the
earth climate system (Hartmann et al. 1992). A main
contribution to the cloud albedo effect comes from ma-
rine boundary layer clouds, which cover on average
34% of the ocean surface (Klein and Hartmann 1993;
Norris 1998). The high albedo (30%–40%) of the ma-
rine boundary layer (MBL) stratocumulus/stratus clouds
compared to the ocean background (;8%) gives rise to
large deficits in the absorbed solar radiative fluxes both
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at the top of the atmosphere and at the ocean surface,
while their low altitudes prevent significant compen-
sation by thermal emission (Randall et al. 1984). Thus,
in general boundary layer clouds cool both the atmo-
sphere and the ocean below. They are also important
for the thermal and moisture structures of the MBL and
the fluxes both at the sea surface and across the tem-
perature inversion, through condensation and precipi-
tation, turbulence generation, and radiative transfer (Yu-
ter et al. 2000; Garreaud et al. 2001; McCaa and Breth-
erton 2004, hereafter MAB). In addition to these local
effects, the cloud-top longwave radiation cools the
MBL, leading to a large-scale adjustment in dynamical
fields (Nigam 1997; Bergman and Hendon 2000).

There exists an extensive stratocumulus (Sc) cloud
deck over the southeast Pacific off South America due
to mainly the large-scale subsidence in the subtropical
ocean and the coastal upwelling-induced cold sea sur-
face temperature (SST), both favoring the formation of
a low-level temperature inversion and boundary layer
clouds. The cloud deck shields incoming solar radiation
and cools the ocean, while the sea surface cooling in
turn helps maintain the Sc clouds. This positive feed-
back and its effect on the meridional configuration of
the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) over the east-
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ern Pacific have been demonstrated by Ma et al. (1996)
and Philander et al. (1996) with coupled general cir-
culation model (GCM) experiments. In their experi-
ments, the radiative cooling due to the prescribed/pa-
rameterized boundary layer clouds in the southeastern
equatorial Pacific cools the local SST and increases SST
gradients in both the meridional and zonal directions,
strengthening the southeasterly trade winds and leading
to basinwide adjustments in the ocean and atmosphere
(Yu and Mechoso 1999; Gordon et al. 2000), through
their mutual interaction (Xie 1996).

Despite their climatic importance, MBL Sc clouds are
poorly represented in most of the global atmospheric
GCMs (Delecluse et al. 1998) because of insufficient
model resolution and/or inadequate physical parame-
terizations. This deficiency in simulating boundary layer
clouds appears to be responsible for the failure of many
coupled GCMs to keep the ITCZ north of the equator
and maintain an equatorial cold tongue of adequate
strength over the eastern Pacific (Mechoso et al. 1995;
Frey et al. 1997; Delecluse et al. 1998). Recently several
groups have reported improved simulation of Sc clouds
in GCMs. Bachiochi and Krishnamurti (2000) devel-
oped an empirical boundary layer cloud parameteriza-
tion scheme based on the boundary layer height, ground
wetness, and the relative humidity. Teixeira and Hogan
(2002) developed a new parameterization scheme for
subtropical boundary layer clouds partially based on
large eddy simulation results. These new schemes re-
main to be tested in other GCMs for their robustness.
This latter parameterization scheme, however, has been
recently shown by Siebesma et al. (2003) that it might
overestimate the boundary layer cloud cover signifi-
cantly.

The extreme opposite to global GCMs is large eddy
simulations (LESs), which have long been used to study
Sc clouds and their interaction with radiation but with
crude cloud microphysics (e.g., Deardorff 1980; Kogan
et al. 1995; Krueger et al. 1995; Wyant et al. 1997;
Moeng 2000 among others). While affording high res-
olution, LES models usually cover a small area (much
less than the size of a grid box of current GCMs). In
these models the large-scale flow fields including ver-
tical motion must be prescribed. In reality, the inter-
action of Sc clouds with large-scale fields is generally
important in determining the MBL structure, as will be
shown in this study.

Regional atmospheric models are a useful bridge be-
tween global GCMs on one hand and LES models on
the other. With a limited domain, regional models can
afford higher resolution than global GCMs while still
allowing interaction of MBL physics with large-scale
fields resolved. With such a regional model, MAB sim-
ulate the Sc cloud decks in the northeast and southeast
Pacific domains separately and find that the simulations
are sensitive to the treatment of shallow cumulus con-
vection. Since the scale for physical–dynamical inter-
action is limited by the model domain size, it is generally

important to configure the domain large enough to in-
clude interactive phenomena of interest.

The present study uses a newly developed regional
climate model to simulate eastern Pacific climate in gen-
eral and cloud-topped MBL in particular. Its objectives
are twofold: to demonstrate the capability of the model
in simulating the Sc clouds over the southeast Pacific
off South America; and to investigate the physical pro-
cesses that maintain the temperature inversion and
clouds. We use a much larger model domain than that
in MAB to cover not only the southeast but also the
northeast Pacific Oceans so that interaction between the
northward-displaced ITCZ and the Sc cloud deck can
be studied. Part II of this series will report on sensitivity
experiments that explore this interaction.

Recent satellite microwave observations offer a view
of the ocean and overlying atmosphere at unprecedented
resolution and coverage (Wentz et al. 2000; Xie et al.
2001). For model validation, we take advantage of these
new measurements, specifically those of column cloud
liquid water and precipitation by the Tropical Rain Mea-
suring Mission (TRMM) satellite (Wentz et al. 2000),
and those of surface wind velocity by the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration’s Quick Scatterometer
(QuikSCAT) satellite (Liu et al. 2000; Chelton et al.
2001). The TRMM and QuikSCAT datasets are both
available at 0.258 3 0.258 and daily resolution. In par-
ticular, column cloud liquid water represents a test of
models more stringent than traditional cloud fraction
observed by visible and infrared sensors.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 briefly describes the regional climate model used. Sec-
tion 3 presents the simulation results, including the
large-scale circulation, boundary layer structure, clouds,
and the cloud radiative forcing. Section 4 examines the
mechanisms for maintaining the temperature inversion
and cloud layers through a heat budget analysis. Section
5 presents an analysis of diurnal cycle of the cloud-
capped MBL in the model. Section 6 gives main con-
clusions and discusses the major deficiencies in the cur-
rent simulation.

2. Model description and experimental design

a. IPRC–RegCM model

The numerical model used in this study is the regional
climate model recently developed at the International
Pacific Research Center (hereafter IPRC–RegCM). A
detailed description of the IPRC–RegCM and its per-
formance in simulating regional climate over east Asia
can be found in Wang et al. (2003). This model was
developed based on a high-resolution tropical cyclone
model previously developed by Wang (2001, 2002).
Some key features of the model critical to the simulation
in this study are highlighted here.

The model uses hydrostatic primitive equations in
spherical coordinates in the horizontal and in s (pressure
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normalized by surface pressure) coordinate in the ver-
tical. It is solved numerically with a fourth-order con-
servative finite-difference scheme on an unstaggered
longitude–latitude grid system and a second-order leap-
frog scheme with intermittent use of Euler backward
scheme for time integration. The model has 28 vertical
levels with substantial concentration of resolution with-
in the planetary boundary layer (10 levels below 800
hPa). The model physics are carefully chosen based on
the up-to-date developments.

The cloud microphysics scheme developed by Wang
(2001) is used to represent the grid-resolved moist pro-
cesses. Prognostic variables are mixing ratios of water
vapor, cloud water, rainwater, cloud ice, snow, and grau-
pel. Subgrid shallow convection, midlevel convection,
and penetrative deep convection are parameterized
based on the mass flux scheme originally developed by
Tiedtke (1989), and later modified by Gregory et al.
(2000). This modified version uses a convective avail-
able potential energy (CAPE) closure instead of the pre-
vious moisture convergence closure and considers the
organized entrainment and detrainment based on a sim-
ple cloud plume model. The detrained cloud water/ice
at the top of cumulus towers are added to the grid-scale
values (Wang et al. 2003) but modified to be dependent
on the environmental relative humidity so that imme-
diate evaporation of detrained clouds is allowed for dry
conditions. For realistic simulation of the boundary lay-
er clouds, we have adjusted the fraction of the cloud
ensemble that penetrates into the inversion layer and
detrains there into the environment from default value
0.33 to 0.23 for shallow convection. As indicated by
Tiedtke (1989), the original value was determined based
on some sensitivity experiments using a single-column
model. Our sensitivity experiments showed that the
large value may produce much less boundary layer
clouds due to the fact that too much cloud water would
be detrained across the inversion and evaporates there,
in agreement with the results of Tiedtke (1989).

The subgrid-scale vertical mixing is accomplished by
the so-called E-« turbulence closure scheme in which
both turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate are
prognostic variables (Detering and Etling 1985). In our
application, we include both advection and the effect of
moist-adiabatic processes in cloudy air on the buoyancy
production of turbulence (Durran and Klemp 1982).
Turbulent fluxes at the ocean surface are calculated us-
ing the modified Monin–Obukhov scheme (Wang 2002).
Turbulent fluxes over the land surface are calculated
based on the bulk aerodynamic method used in the land
surface module, which uses the Biosphere–Atmosphere
Transfer Scheme (BATS) developed by Dickinson et al.
(1993). BATS incorporates one canopy and three soil
layers, and it requires land cover/vegetation (18 types),
soil texture (12 types), and soil color (8 types) maps for
spatial applications. These are obtained from the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) 1-km-resolution land cover

classification dataset and the U.S. Department of Ag-
riculture global 10-km soil data.

The radiation package originally developed by Ed-
wards and Slingo (1996) and further improved later by
Sun and Rikus (1999) is used in the model. This radi-
ation scheme includes seven (four) bands for longwave
(shortwave) radiation calculations. Surface albedos of
diffuse and direct radiations calculated in the land sur-
face model are directly used in determining the short-
wave radiation budget. The cloud optical properties are
calculated based on Sun and Shine (1994) for longwave
radiation, while based on Slingo and Schrecker (1982)
and Chou et al. (1998) for shortwave radiation. A recent
study by Sun and Pethick (2002) indicates that the pre-
ceding combination of parameterizations is suitable for
MBL Sc clouds. Cloud amount is diagnosed using the
semiempirical cloudiness parameterization scheme de-
veloped by Xu and Randall (1996) based on the results
from cloud resolving model simulations. By this
scheme, cloud amount is determined by both relative
humidity and liquid/ice water content. Recently, Sie-
besma et al. (2003) show that the Xu and Randall’s
scheme can produce a quite realistic cloudiness estimate
of boundary layer clouds.

The regional atmospheric model is run with both ini-
tial and lateral boundary conditions from either the re-
analysis dataset or from output from a global atmo-
spheric model. A one-way nesting is used to update the
model time integration in a buffer zone near the lateral
boundaries within which the model prognostic variables
are nudged to the reanalysis data or the global model
results. An inflow–outflow boundary condition is used
for water vapor with a very weak nudging in the buffer
zone to prevent the moisture field from drifting away
from the driving fields. Since there are no hydrometeor
fields provided by the driving fields, we simply ignored
the horizontal advection of mixing ratios of cloud water,
rainwater, cloud ice, snow, and graupel at inflow bound-
aries, while they are advected outward at the outflow
boundaries. This inflow–outflow boundary condition is
also used for both turbulent kinetic energy and its dis-
sipation rate.

b. Experimental design

The regional climate model described earlier is used
to simulate the extensive Sc clouds over the southeast
Pacific off South America in boreal fall (August–Oc-
tober, hereafter ASO). In this study, the case in 1999 is
chosen because it was a moderate La Niña year and
because of the availability of TRMM and QuikSCAT
data for model verification. The model domain was de-
fined in the area of 358S–358N, 1508–308W with hori-
zontal grid spacing of 0.58 (Fig. 1). This domain in-
cludes a large portion of the eastern Pacific and the
South American continent and covers the areas of per-
sistent marine Sc clouds off the west coast of South
America and the trade cumuli to the west (Klein and
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FIG. 1. Model domain and topography contoured with interval of 500 m. The thick dashed rectangle shows the inner
domain used in our simulation analysis.

Hartmann 1993). The northeast Pacific is included in
the computational domain in order to simulate the con-
vective precipitation in the ITCZ north of the equator,
which may have a large-scale control on the southeast
Pacific Sc clouds through the dynamically driven me-
ridional Hadley circulation. To minimize the edge ef-
fects from the lateral boundaries, verification is per-
formed on an area of 308S–308N, 1408–408W (within
the dashed-line box in Fig. 1).

The National Centers for Environmental Prediction–
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–
NCAR) reanalysis data at 6-h intervals with a resolution
of 2.58 3 2.58 in the horizontal and 17 pressure levels
up to 10 hPa (Kalnay et al. 1996) are used to define the
driving fields, which provide both initial and lateral
boundary conditions to the regional climate model. Sea
surface temperatures over the ocean are obtained from
the Reynolds weekly SST data with horizontal resolu-
tion of 18 3 18 (Reynolds and Smith 1994), which are
interpolated into the model grids by cubic spline inter-
polation in space and linearly interpolated in time. Over
the land, the initial surface soil and canopy temperatures
are obtained from the lowest model level with a standard
lapse rate of 6.58C km21. Initial snow depths are set to
zero, while the soil moisture fields are initialized such
that the initial soil moisture depends on the vegetation
and soil types defined for each grid cell (Giorgi and
Bates 1989)

The USGS high-resolution topographic dataset
(0.08338 3 0.08338) is used to obtain the model to-
pography. We first calculate the averaged topographic
height within the model grid box (0.58 3 0.58) using
the USGS data and then add the standard deviation to

the averaged value to get the envelope topography for
this grid box (contours in Fig. 1). The high-resolution
vegetation type data from USGS is reanalyzed for the
model based on dominant vegetation type in each grid
box.

The model is initialized at 0000 UTC on 29 July and
integrated continuously through 31 October 1999. This
experiment serves as our control simulation. Note that
the initial 3-day integration in July is used to spin up
the model physics, such as the planetary boundary layer
and cloud processes, and thus is excluded from our anal-
ysis later.

3. Simulation results

a. Large-scale circulation and precipitation

Mean conditions of the eastern Pacific climate are
well simulated by the regional climate model for ASO
in 1999. In the upper troposphere (Fig. 2a), the sub-
tropical ridge is centered at about 108S with the sub-
tropical westerly jet located to the south and equatorial
easterlies to the north. In the lower troposphere (Fig.
2b), the subtropical anticyclone occupies the southeast
Pacific with its center located at about 258S, 1108W,
driving large-scale southeasterly winds over most of the
southeast Pacific. The southeasterlies accelerate on their
way toward the equator, giving rise to large-scale di-
vergence and subsidence over the southeastern Pacific,
especially off the west coast of South America. This
large-scale circulation favors the formation of both the
temperature inversion and Sc clouds there (Garreaud et
al. 2001). To the north of the equator near the west coast
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FIG. 2. Model-simulated 3-monthly (ASO 1999) mean geopotential height [contours (m)] and wind vectors
(m s21) at (a) 250 hPa and (b) sea level pressure and 10-m height winds.
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of Mexico (Fig. 2b) is an east–west elongated cyclonic
shear zone, where the mean ITCZ is located during the
boreal fall.

Compared to TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) ob-
servations (Fig. 3a), overall, the model simulates the
seasonal mean precipitation quite well over the Pacific
and Atlantic (Fig. 3c), both in spatial distribution and
magnitude. Note that the TRMM data have a higher
spatial resolution (0.258 3 0.258) than the model and
thus give much more detailed structure of precipitation.
We notice that satellite rain measurements are still sub-
ject to quantitative uncertainties. During the same time
period, Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Anal-
ysis of Precipitation (CMAP; Xie and Arkin 1996) gives
much smaller rain rates than TRMM but shows a quite
similar spatial pattern (Fig. 3b).

The model also simulates the light precipitation (less
than 1 mm d21), usually named drizzle, under the Sc
cloud deck over the southeast Pacific (Fig. 3d). Drizzle
and column cloud liquid water (Fig. 5b) show similar
patterns in the simulation. Such drizzle under boundary
layer clouds has been reported in several observational
(Miller and Albrecht 1995; Garreaud et al. 2001) and
LES (e.g., Wyant et al. 1997) studies. Drizzle is an
important feature of Sc clouds, modifying the temper-
ature and moisture structure of the MBL as they pre-
cipitate through the unsaturated subcloud layer and un-
dergo evaporation (see section 4).

The overall spatial pattern of the simulated surface
winds (Fig. 4a) resembles the QuikSCAT observations
(Fig. 4b) except for slightly higher wind speeds (about
1 m s21 higher), especially in the equatorial cold-tongue
region where the minimum SST occurs (Chelton et al.
2001). This overestimation of surface wind speed in the
equatorial region may result partly from the use of a
coarse-resolution (18 3 18) SST product with weaker
gradients used in the model (shading in Fig. 3c) than
the real SST. In addition, the QuikSCAT does not really
measure surface wind but the stress at the interface of
moving air and water. As noticed by Kelly et al. (2001),
the deceleration of QuikSCAT winds over the equatorial
Pacific might be partly due to the effect of the westward
South Equatorial Current and the eastward North Equa-
torial Countercurrent.

b. Boundary layer structure and clouds

Figure 5 compares the ASO mean column cloud liq-
uid water content between the TRMM data (Fig. 5a)
and the model simulation (Fig. 5b). The model repro-
duces the high cloud liquid water content in the east–
west-oriented ITCZ between 58 and 158N, except for an
underestimation off the Pacific coast north of the equator
and over the Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea and an
overestimation over the Pacific offshore. Over regions
with little precipitation south of the equator, the cloud
water simulation compares reasonably well with TRMM
observations both in spatial distribution and magnitude

except for a westward shift of the cloud deck south of
the equator. Such an unrealistic shift also appeared in
MAB (see their Fig. 12) and might be due to the coarse
model resolution that could not resolve the high, steep
Andean mountains and the land–sea contrast well. The
model also overestimates the cloud liquid water content
near the equatorial region west of 908W and underes-
timates it in the proxy of the west coast off South Amer-
ica. Despite these discrepancies, the model simulation
of the cloud distribution is reasonably good, unlike most
current GCMs.

The model simulates very rich structures in the plan-
etary boundary layer (PBL). Figure 6a shows a zonal-
vertical cross section along 108S of cloud liquid water
mixing ratio (shaded), temperature (solid contours), and
virtual potential temperature (thin-dashed contours), to-
gether with the duy/dp 5 8 K/100hPa (thick-dashed
curves) that is taken as a weak criterion for a temper-
ature inversion layer. The PBL is very shallow with a
strong temperature inversion off the west coast of South
America, consistent with Paluch et al.’s (1999) drop-
sonde observations. The rapid rise of the PBL toward
the west as SST increases (Fig. 6a) is well simulated.
There seem to be different regimes of the PBL structure
and boundary layer clouds east and west of 1008W. To
the east, the well-mixed marine PBL (vertically near-
constant uy) is capped by a strong temperature inversion
layer and thick clouds sit right on the top of the well-
mixed surface layer and are capped by a strong tem-
perature inversion. This is typical of marine subtropical
Sc clouds already studied extensively off the west coasts
of major continents in other ocean basins, such as the
northeast Pacific and North Atlantic where major field
campaigns have been conducted (see Albrecht et al.
1995 for a review).

West of 1008W, there is a stable layer between the
mixed layer and a weak inversion layer above, indicative
of a change in PBL structure and thus a transition of
the cloud types around 1008W. To the east, the Sc is
dominant, consistent with the underlying cold SST,
while to the west with the warmer SST, mixed Sc and
trade cumulus clouds occur, with cumulus penetrating
through the intermediate stable layer and spreading wa-
ter vapor and cloud water in the lower part of the in-
version layer. Further to the west (west of 1258W), two
layers of clouds are simulated with the upper one sitting
right under the inversion layer and the lower one just
above the top of the mixed marine PBL, indicative of
a decoupled marine boundary layer structure. Such a
transition from Sc to trade cumulus and the decoupling
of the boundary layer in the subtropical North Pacific
and North Atlantic are well-known features (e.g., Krue-
ger et al. 1995; Miller and Albrecht 1995; Wang and
Lenschow 1995; Tjernström and Rogers 1996) and are
studied with LES by Wyant et al. (1997) and Bretherton
and Wyant (1997). Our model results show the possible
similar features over the southeast Pacific.

In the meridional direction (Fig. 6b), the temperature
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FIG. 3. Three-monthly (ASO) mean daily rainfall (mm day21) from (a) TMI observations; (b) CMAP data; (c) model simulation (contours) with
shaded background showing seasonal mean SST; (d) model drizzle (mm day21) under Sc clouds over the southeast Pacific.
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FIG. 3. (Continued )
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FIG. 4. The 10-m height wind speed (contours in m s21) and wide vectors averaged in ASO 1999 from
(a) model simulation and (b) QuikSCAT satellite measurements.
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FIG. 5. Vertically integrated cloud liquid water content (1022 mm) averaged in ASO 1999 from (a) TMI observations
and (b) model simulation.
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FIG. 6. Cross sections of ASO-averaged cloud water content (shaded; 1022 g kg21), temperature (solid contours in K), virtual potential
temperature (thin dashed contours in K), and the duy/dp 5 8 K/100 hPa (thick dashed contours) that is a weaker criterion for the boundaries
of a temperature inversion layer. (a) Zonal cross section along 108S and (b) meridional cross section along 908W.
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inversion height shows a general northward decreasing
trend from 208S to the equator. The local SST maximum
around 88–108S (see Fig. 3c) seems to correspond to a
local maximum in cloud water mixing ratio (Fig. 6b).
The equator appears as a local minimum in cloud water
content, consistent with observations (Paluch et al.
1999). North of the equator where the strong equatorial
SST front exists, clouds rise rapidly as air moves north-
ward toward the warm SST. This northward rise of cloud
base and top is particularly pronounced between 858
and 1108W, where the SST front is very strong (Fig.
3c). Those cross-frontal clouds are not accompanied by
significant precipitation (the main ITCZ precipitation is
to the north of 58N; Fig. 3c). This is consistent with the
TRMM observations (Fig. 5a), which also shows high
cloud liquid water content across the SST front between
the equator and 58N but with little precipitation (Fig.
3a).

Note that south of about 208S, although the inversion
layer rises southward, the cloud base and top appear to
change little but with significant decrease in cloud water
content (Fig. 6b). This low-level cloud layer appears to
correspond to the low lifting condensational level as-
sociated with the cold SST over the far southern oceans
(Fig. 3c) and the stable stratification above the mixed
boundary layer (Fig. 6b), consistent with the observa-
tions by Garreaud et al. (2001).

c. Cloud radiative forcing

To examine the radiative effect of clouds, we cal-
culated the cloud radiative forcing (CRF) at both the
top of the atmosphere (TOA) and at the earth’s surface
from the model simulation. The CRFs due to long-
wave (CRFLW ) and shortwave (CRFSW ) radiations are
defined as

TOACRF 5 OLR 2 OLR ,LW total clear

TOA TOA TOACRF 5 SW 2 SW , (1)SW total clear

at the TOA, and

SFC SFC SFCCRF 5 SW 2 SW ,SW total clear

SFC SFC SFCCRF 5 DLW 2 DLW , (2)LW total clear

at the earth’s surface, respectively. Here, OLR is the
outgoing longwave radiation at the TOA; SWTOA,
LWTOA are the net shortwave and longwave radiative
fluxes at the TOA, respectively; SWSFC and DLWSFC are
the net shortwave and the net downward longwave ra-
diative fluxes at the earth’s surface, respectively. The
subscript total means the total including the effect of
clouds, while the subscript clear is the portion associ-
ated with the clear sky. In addition, the planetary albedo
(a), clear sky albedo (aclear) and the cloud albedo (acloud)
are defined as

TOA TOASW SWup total up clear
a 5 , a 5 ,clearTOA TOASW SWdown total down total

a 5 a 2 a , (3)cloud clear

where is the total upward shortwave radiativeTOASWup total

flux at the TOA; the total downward short-TOASWdown total

wave radiative flux at the TOA; and the clearTOASWup clear

sky upward shortwave radiative flux at the TOA.
Figure 7 gives cloud radiative forcing associated with

both the longwave and shortwave radiations at both the
TOA and the surface. The low-level Sc clouds have little
effect on the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) at the
TOA (Fig. 7a) because temperatures at the top of these
clouds are close to the underlying SST. The OLR, how-
ever, is substantially reduced in the ITCZ region due to
the low cloud-top temperature associated with deep con-
vection there. In contrast, the low-level Sc clouds sig-
nificantly reduce the net downward shortwave radiation
flux at the TOA (Fig. 7b) because low-level clouds have
a large albedo relative to the background ocean and thus
reflect the solar radiation back to space. As a result of
the reflection of solar radiation by low-level clouds, the
net shortwave radiation flux at the ocean surface is sub-
stantially reduced in the Sc cloud region over the south-
east Pacific (Fig. 7c). Boundary layer clouds induce a
downward longwave radiation flux at the ocean surface
(Fig. 7d), which partially offsets the cloud-induced cool-
ing effect (Fig. 7c). In addition, we note that the short-
wave cloud radiative forcing at the TOA and the surface
seems too strong between 58 and 108N over the eastern
Pacific in the simulation compared to the climatology
from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE;
Barkstrom 1984) dataset (not shown). This deficiency
seems to be related to precipitation parameterization and
needs to be improved in our future work.

Figure 8 gives the net (longwave plus shortwave)
CRFs at both the TOA (Fig. 8a) and the surface (Fig.
8b), together with the total planetary albedo (Fig. 8c),
and the cloud albedo (Fig. 8d), which is defined as the
subtraction of the clear sky albedo from the total plan-
etary albedo. The clouds reduce the net radiation fluxes
at both the TOA and the ocean surface, and thus act as
a net cooling effect on the earth system and on the ocean.
Cloud albedo can be as large as 30%–40% in both the
Sc cloud region and in the ITCZ even for the seasonal
mean (Fig. 8d). Therefore, the boundary layer clouds
are an effective reflector of solar radiation and cool the
ocean below. This reduction of net downward shortwave
radiation flux plus large evaporation implied by strong
surface winds help maintain the cold SSTs over the
southeastern Pacific.

4. Maintenance of temperature inversion

The temperature inversion is critical to the formation
and maintenance of boundary layer Sc clouds in the
subtropical eastern oceans. Previous studies have dem-
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FIG. 7. Cloud radiative forcing (CRF; W m22) averaged in ASO. (a) Longwave CRF at the TOA, (b) shortwave CRF at the TOA, (c)
shortwave CRF at the ocean surface, (d) longwave CRF at the ocean surface. Contour intervals are (a), (d) 20 W m22 and (b), (c)
40 W m22.

onstrated the importance of both large-scale subsidence
and cloud-top longwave radiation and evaporative cool-
ing in maintaining the temperature inversion (Chen and
Cotton 1987; Kogan et al. 1995; Krueger et al. 1995;
Wyant et al. 1997; Garreaud et al. 2001). A heat budget
is made to examine the contributions by different phys-
ical processes to the maintenance of temperature inver-
sion in our model simulation.

The budget discussed here is a residual-free budget
since each term in the thermodynamic equation is di-
rectly obtained from the model output. The thermody-
namic equation in the model can be written as

]T ]T RTv
5 2V · =T 2 ṡ 1 1 Q 1 QSW LW]t ]s pCpm

1 Q 1 Q 1 F 1 D , (4)cond conv T T

where T is the temperature, V the horizontal wind, ṡ
the vertical s velocity, v the vertical p-velocity, R the
gas constant for dry air, p the pressure, Cpm the specific
heat at constant pressure for moist air; QSW, QLW, Qcond,

Qconv, and FT are heating rates induced by shortwave
radiation, longwave radiation, grid-scale condensation,
subgrid-scale convection, and vertical mixing. The last
term, DT, is the horizontal diffusion of temperature,
which is small compared to other terms. In order to
facilitate our discussion later, we group the first three
and the last term into one as the dynamical warming
(DW), which accounts for the sum of the horizontal and
vertical temperature advection, adiabatic warming, and
the horizontal diffusion.

Figure 9 shows a zonal cross section of the ASO-
averaged heating rates due to the six different processes
described earlier along 108S. The shortwave radiation
produces a net warming in the clouds with a maximum
heating rate of about 2.58C day21 (Fig. 9a), while the
longwave radiation produces a much larger cooling with
a maximum cooling rate of more than 88C day21 near
the inversion base within the cloud layer (Fig. 9b). Off-
set only partially by the shortwave warming, the long-
wave cooling is the major mechanism that keeps the
MBL cool and maintains the temperature inversion.
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FIG. 8. The net cloud radiative forcing (W m22) at (a) the TOA and at (b) the ocean surface, and the (c) planetary albedo (in %) and (d)
its component due to clouds averaged in ASO. Contour intervals are (a), (b) 40 W m 22 and (c), (d) 10%.

Grid-scale condensational heating (Fig. 9c) is positive
in the cloud layer close to the west coast (east of 958–
1008W), indicating the stratiform nature of the Sc
clouds. However, offshore to the west, the negative val-
ues indicate cooling due to evaporation of clouds. Evap-
orative cooling occurs in the subcloud layer to the east
of 1058W and extends to the surface, indicating evap-
oration of precipitating drizzle as shown in Fig. 3d. The
evaporation of clouds in the cloud layer west of 1008W
indicates a cloud production other than the grid-scale
condensation of water vapor.

It is the subgrid-scale shallow convection, which is
parameterized in the model with the mass flux scheme
proposed by Tiedtke (1989), that acts as a major source
of cloud production, especially to the west of 1008W
(Fig. 9d). The shallow convection produces net heating
both in the subcloud layer and in the cloud layer under
the inversion cap, with maximum heating in the lower
part of the cloud layer just below the base of temperature
inversion layer (Fig. 9d). The vertical distribution of
heating in both the subcloud layer and in the clouds and
cooling above the cloud layer due to shallow convection

given in Fig. 9d is consistent with the results of Tiedtke
(1989). Since shallow convection warms the lower part
of the inversion layer and cools the upper part (Fig. 9d),
it thus acts to weaken the temperature inversion. Shal-
low convection is getting more active toward the west
offshore (Fig. 9d) as the SST increases (Fig. 3c), in-
dicating a cloud regime transition from Sc near the coast
to trade cumulus clouds offshore to the west.

Vertical turbulent mixing (Fig. 9e) produces a warm-
ing within the mixed layer and a weak cooling layer
above. Compared with convective mixing due to shal-
low convection that acts to weaken the inversion layer
(Fig. 9d), this term is secondary in the cloud layer but
important for destabilizing the mixed boundary layer.

The dynamical warming due to adiabatic processes
warms the air in both the inversion and the cloud layers
but cools the subcloud layer (Fig. 9f). The dynamic
cooling in the subcloud layer is mostly due to the cold
horizontal temperature advection (not shown) while the
warming in and above the cloud layer is associated with
the descending motion. In addition to the background
subsidence of 3 3 1022 Pa s21, longwave radiative cool-
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FIG. 9. Zonal cross section along 108S, showing the six terms in (4) contributing to the thermodynamics budget (unit: K day21). (a)
Longwave radiation, (b) shortwave radiations, (c) codensation/evaporation, (d) shallow convection, (e) vertical turbulent mixing, and (f )
dynamical warming. Cloud areas are shaded and contour intervals is 1 K day21 with negative values dashed.
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ing induces shallow downward motion that peaks in the
cloud layer throughout the zonal section in Fig. 10a.
While the longwave cooling peaks at the base of the
inversion layer, the adiabatic warming due to the radi-
ative cooling-induced downdraft peaks slightly above
in the midinversion because of the strong temperature
stratification (see also Fig. 12). This difference in ver-
tical structure between longwave cooling and dynamic
warming implies a positive feedback that helps maintain
the inversion. Clouds radiatively cool the MBL while
inducing adiabatic warming that strengthens the tem-
perature stratification in the inversion above the clouds.
By design, this radiative-induced shallow vertical mo-
tion is not present in one-dimensional mixed layer mod-
els or in LES models where the vertical motion is ex-
ternally specified. Without this dynamic warming effect,
the heat balance in those models is likely to be distorted.

In the meridional direction along 908W (Figs. 11,
10b), the thermodynamic balance is quite similar. Large
longwave radiative cooling (Fig. 11b) is largely bal-
anced by shortwave radiative heating (Fig. 11a), con-
densational heating (Fig. 11c), convective heating (Fig.
11d), the dynamical warming (Fig. 11f) in the cloud
layer, while the evaporative cooling (Fig. 11c) and cold
temperature advection (Fig. 11f) in the subcloud layer
are balanced by the sensible heat from the ocean (Fig.
11e) in the boundary layer.

To better illustrate the vertical structure, area averages
in the core region of the Sc cloud deck (158–108S, 958–
908W) are shown in Fig. 12. A cloud layer (Fig. 12b)
is capped by a temperature inversion layer (Fig. 12a).
Relative humidity (Fig. 12c) is high (above 90%) in the
cloud layer but relatively low (between 75% and 85%)
in the subcloud layer, and decreases rapidly with height
above the cloud layer, consistent with available obser-
vations (Albrecht et al. 1995; Garreaud et al. 2001).
Shortwave radiative heating is relatively small but near-
ly doubled in the cloud layer (Fig. 12d), while longwave
radiative cooling is large and has a maximum just above
the maximum in cloud water content (Fig. 12d). This
large longwave radiative cooling cools the base of the
inversion layer and thus acts to enhance the temperature
inversion. Both condensational and convective heating
rates (Figs. 12e,f) are large in the cloud layer. Evapo-
rative cooling occurs just above the cloud top and in
the subcloud layer (Fig. 12e). Vertical velocity (Fig. 12i)
peaks in the lower inversion layer and the associated
dynamic warming (Fig. 12h) reaches a maximum in the
midinversion layer above the peak of cloud radiative
cooling. In the upper inversion layer, dynamical warm-
ing nearly balances the combined cooling effect of long-
wave radiation and cloud-top evaporation.

These budget analyses indicate that the temperature
inversion is maintained primarily by the following pro-
cesses. The inversion base is maintained by longwave
radiation cooling, which is largely balanced by warming
due to both condensation and shallow convection, which
warms the cloud layer and provides the moisture to the

clouds. The inversion top is largely maintained by the
dynamical warming associated with descending motion,
which is locally enhanced by cooling due to both long-
wave radiation and evaporation of clouds at the cloud
top. The vertical turbulent mixing including the surface
sensible heat flux destabilizes the boundary layer and
contributes positively to maintenance of inversion layer
(Fig. 12g), while the warming due to vertical mixing in
the boundary layer is balanced by cooling due to both
evaporation of drizzle and the cold temperature advec-
tion. The shortwave radiative warming slightly reduces
the strength of temperature inversion, but it is respon-
sible for the diurnal cycle of the boundary layer (see
next section).

5. Diurnal cycle

The Sc cloud-topped MBL experiences a pronounced
diurnal cycle. In general, cloud fraction, cloud-top
height, cloud liquid water content all peak in the early
morning and reach a minimum by midafternoon (Turton
and Nicholls 1987; Rozendaal et al. 1995; Bergman and
Salby 1997; Garreaud et al. 2001). This section ex-
amines the model diurnal cycle as a further test of the
model’s performance. Figure 13 shows the diurnal cycle
of the vertically integrated cloud liquid water, sensible
and latent heat fluxes, and the surface wind stress, av-
eraged for the ASO season and in the box defined in
the earlier thermodynamic budget analysis. Consistent
with observations (e.g., Wood et al. 2002), the cloud
liquid water content reaches a maximum at about 0600
local time (LT) in the morning and a minimum at around
1300–1500 LT in the afternoon (Fig. 13a). The maxi-
mum in surface sensible heat flux is about in phase with
the cloud variation (Fig. 13b) while the maximum in
both surface latent heat flux (Fig. 13c) and surface wind
stress (Fig. 13d) is about 1 h delayed compared to that
in cloud water content. The minima in surface stress
and sensible and latent heat fluxes lag by about 3 h
behind the minimum in cloud liquid water content.

Figure 14 shows the time–vertical sections of cloud
water content (Fig. 14a), net radiative heating rate (Fig.
14b), convective heating rate (Fig. 14c), condensational
heating rate (Fig. 14d), the dynamically induced warm-
ing (Fig. 14e), and temperature (Fig. 14f). All these
quantities display a clear diurnal cycle. Both the cloud
layer depth and cloud liquid water content (Fig. 14a)
increase after sunset and reach their maxima in the
morning at around 0600 LT, consistent with observa-
tions of Gareaud et al. (2001). This change in clouds
mainly results from the diurnal cycle of solar radiation
that vanishes during the night but reaches a maximum
by noontime (Fig. 14b). During the nighttime, strong
longwave radiation cools the cloud layer. With the help
of increased latent heat flux from the ocean surface, this
causes an increase in vapor condensation (Fig. 14d) and
cloud water content. During the daytime, solar radiation
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FIG. 10. Vertical p-velocity (v in 1022 Pa s21) cross sections along (a) 108S and (b) 908W. Cloud areas are shaded and contour interval is
1 with negative values dashed.

warms the cloud layer, causing cloud water to evaporate
(Fig. 14d) and cloud water content to decrease.

The parameterized shallow convection is active after
sunrise and reaches a maximum warming effect in the
cloud layer at around 1000 LT (Fig. 14c), slightly ahead
of the minimum in cloud water content (Fig. 14a). The
cloud-top detrainment by shallow convection obviously
increases the evaporation of cloud water during the day-

time (Fig. 14d). The diurnal cycle in subgrid vertical
mixing is much smaller than shallow convection (not
shown). Dynamical warming (Fig. 14e) increases after
sunrise and reaches a maximum around 1800 LT in and
above the cloud layer. It is responsible for an increase
in cloud-top temperature (Fig. 14f), which peaks about
3 h after the maximum in dynamical warming.

While the net radiative cooling remains large during
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 9 but for meridional cross section along 908W.
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FIG. 12. The ASO mean boundary layer structure and the thermodynamic budget terms (K day 21) in (4)
averaged in a small box outlined by 108–158S and 908–958W. (a) Temperature (K); (b) cloud liquid water
mixing ratio (1022 g kg21); (c) relative humidity (%); (d) shortwave (solid) and longwave (dashed) radiative
heating rates; (e) condensational heating; (f ) shallow convective heating; (g) vertical mixing; (h) dynamical
warming (DW); and (i) vertical p velocity (1022 Pa s21).

the nighttime, dynamical warming weakens rapidly after
a peak at 1800 LT and has a deeper vertical structure
(Fig. 14e). This implies that the diurnal cycle may not
be a one-dimensional phenomenon alone, but modulated
by remote forcing. One possibility is the deep convec-
tion over South America to the east. Active in the af-
ternoon, land convection could produce a delayed effect
on the marine boundary layer by exciting gravity waves.
This nonlocal effect needs further investigation.

6. Conclusions and discussion
Boundary layer Sc clouds are important modulators

of the earth’s climate, but their realistic simulation re-
mains a challenge for most regional and global models.
In this study, a regional climate model (IPRC–RegCM)
has been used to simulate the Sc clouds over the south-
east Pacific in August–October 1999 and to study their
dynamical, radiative, and microphysical properties. A
summary of the main results follows:
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FIG. 13. Composite diurnal cycles of (a) the vertically integrated cloud water content (10 22 mm); (b) and
(c) latent and sensible heat fluxes at the sea surface (W m22); and (d) surface wind stress (kg m22 s21)
averaged in the same box as defined in Fig. 12.

• The IPRC–RegCM is capable of simulating major fea-
tures of eastern Pacific climate in boreal fall, including
the large-scale atmospheric circulation, precipitation,
and Sc cloud-topped MBL south of the equator.

• The Sc clouds form over the southeast Pacific off
South America and are trapped beneath a temperature
inversion layer whose height increases toward the
west from the west coast off South America as the
underlying SST increases. Drizzle is identified over
the subtropical southeast Pacific under the boundary
layer clouds.

• Boundary layer clouds reduce the net radiation flux
at both the top of the atmosphere and the ocean sur-
face, with a net cooling effect on the earth climate
system. These clouds have an albedo as large as 30%
and are an effective reflector of solar radiation, con-
sistent with previous findings (Randall et al. 1984;
Klein and Hartmann 1993; Norris 1998).

• As SST increases toward the west, a cloud-regime
transition occurs around 958–1008W in the model,
from Sc clouds in the east to shallow trade cumuli in
the west. The trade cumuli penetrate into and are

topped by an Sc cloud layer that is capped by a weak
temperature inversion.

• The inversion capping and boundary layer clouds are
not only determined by large-scale subsidence and
local SST, but also by a positive cloud–radiation feed-
back. Upward longwave radiation causes a strong
cooling in the upper part of the boundary layer clouds,
inducing enhanced subsidence in the whole MBL in
and below the inversion layer. The associated adia-
batic warming acts to strengthen the temperature in-
version above the clouds. This cloud–radiative feed-
back appears crucial for maintaining both the inver-
sion and cloud layers. We note that this cloud-induced
enhancement of subsidence and adiabatic warming is
absent in one-dimensional mixed layer models or
LESs.

• A heat budget reveals that longwave radiative cooling
is largely balanced by warming due to both in-cloud
condensation and shallow convection in the clouds,
while by dynamical warming associated with large-
scale subsidence above the clouds. The vertical tur-
bulent mixing including the surface sensible heat flux
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FIG. 14. Vertical structure of the composite diurnal cycle, showing (a) cloud water mixing ratio (1022 g kg21); (b) net radiative heating
rate (K day21); (c) convective heating rate (K day21); (d) condensational/evaporative heating/cooling rate (K day21); (e) dynamical warming
(k day21); and (f ) temperature (K) averaged in the same box as defined in Fig. 12. (a)–(f ) Contour interval is 2 with negative values dashed.

destabilizes the boundary layer, while its warming in
the subcloud layer is balanced by cooling due to both
the evaporation of drizzle and the cold temperature
advection.

• While of secondary importance to the mean, short-
wave radiation drives a pronounced diurnal cycle in
the model MBL. Consistent with observations (e.g.,
Wood et al. 2003), boundary layer clouds thicken after

sunset and cloud liquid water reaches a maximum at
0600 LT, just before sunrise.

While the model simulates the large-scale structures
of temperature, clouds, and circulation reasonably well,
detailed structures in turbulence generation and cloud-
top entrainment are not necessarily comparable with the
LESs, which include elaborate physics and explicitly
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simulate the turbulence but exclude their interaction
with large-scale fields. Nevertheless, the model bound-
ary layer clouds simulated in the model share many
features that were reported in previous observations in
the region (e.g., Yuter et al. 2000; Garreaud et al. 2001)
and that reported in previous LES experiments of
boundary layer clouds in other ocean basins (e.g., Kogan
et al. 1995; Krueger et al. 1995; Wyant et al. 1997;
Moeng 2000). Consistent with findings of MAB (see
their Fig. 3), we also found the importance of shallow
convection in realistic simulation of Sc clouds in a me-
soscale atmospheric model, in particular in the region
where a transition occurs from Sc to trade cumulus
clouds.

However, two major deficiencies in our simulation
are found: 1) the simulated Sc clouds over the south-
eastern Pacific are too far from the coast, resulting in
an underestimation of Sc clouds in the coastal region;
and 2) the model shortwave cloud radiative forcing is
too strong in the ITCZ region north of the equator. The
former might be due to the coarse model resolution that
could not resolve the high, steep Andean mountains and
the land–sea contrast well, while the latter might be
related to the precipitation parameterization in the mod-
el. We note that it will be helpful to compare the model
CRF with satellite radiative budgets. However, unfor-
tunately, there have been no such analyzed data avail-
able for our simulation period by the time we finish our
current work. We thus plan to improve the model de-
ficiencies in our future work with the help from analyzed
radiative budget from new satellite observations.

Despite the deficiencies discussed earlier, the large
model domain is a strength of this study, which allows
for explicit interaction between large-scale circulation
and boundary layer physics. In particular, there may be
a positive feedback between the ITCZ convection north
of the equator and the Sc clouds in the southeastern
Pacific. The radiative cooling at the top of Sc clouds
can enhance the descending branch of the Hadley cir-
culation, thereby strengthening convection in the north-
ern ITCZ. Results from sensitivity experiments designed
to investigate such interaction with large-scale flow
fields and to examine the physical parameterizations that
are crucial to realistic simulation of boundary layer
clouds will be reported in Part II.
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